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Let T Mn be the algebra of all n × n upper triangular matrices. We
say that ϕ ∈ L(T Mn) is a Jordan derivable mapping at G if ϕ(ST +
TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S) for any S, T ∈ T Mn with
ST = G. An element G ∈ T Mn is called a Jordan all-derivable point
of T Mn if every Jordan derivable linear mapping ϕ at G is a deriva-
tion. In this paper, we show that every element in T Mn is a Jordan
all-derivable point.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Let A and B be two rings with unit I1 and I2, respectively, and let M be a faithful (A, B)-bimodule.
We write
T =
{[
X W
0 Y
]
: X ∈ A, W ∈ M, Y ∈ B
}
.
Under the usual matrix addition and multiplication, T will be called a triangular algebra. Let H and K
be two complexHilbert spaces. B(H, K) stands for the set of all bounded linear operators fromH into K ,
and abbreviate B(H, H) to B(H). We may regard every element of B(M, N) as of B(H, K) for any closed

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subspace M ⊆ H and N ⊆ K naturally. We use the symbols x ⊗ y to denote the rank one operator
〈·, y〉x onH. A nestN is a family of subspace totally ordered by inclusion onH.N is said to be complete
if (i) it contains {0} and H, and (ii) given any subfamilyN0 ofN , the subspace∨M∈N0M and∧M∈N0M
must be twomembers ofN . If we denotes byN a complete nest onH, then the nest algebra alg N is the
set of all operators which leave every member of N invariant. The algebra alg N is a Banach algebra.
If N ∈ N , we write N− for ∨{M ∈ N : M ⊂ N}. If h ∈ N , we write N⊥− for {h : 〈h, g〉 = 0,∀g ∈ N−}.
If M is a closed subspace in H, we write P(M) for the orthogonal projection operator from H onto M.
We write C for the complex number ﬁeld.
Let T Mn be the algebra of all n × n upper triangular matrices, and let L(T Mn) denote the set of all
linearmappingsonT Mn. Ifϕ ∈ L(T Mn),wesay thatϕ is a Jordanderivation ifϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T +
Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S) for any S, T ∈ T Mn. Fix a matrix G ∈ T Mn. We say that ϕ ∈ L(T Mn) is a
Jordan derivablemapping at G ifϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S) for any S, T ∈ T Mn
with ST = G.
We describe some of the results related to ours. It was proved by Zhu et al. [19] that G is an all-
derivable point of T Mn if and only ifG /= 0. Jing [9] showed that 0 is a generalized Jordan all-derivable
point of B(H) if H is inﬁnite-dimensions, and he also proved that I is a Jordan all-derivable point of
B(H), where Jordan derivations are the form of as the following: ϕ(T2) = ϕ(T)T + Tϕ(T). Zhu and
Xiong in [12,16] showed that (1) every norm-continuous generalized derivable mapping at 0 on ﬁnite
CSL algebras is a generalized derivation; (2) every invertible operator in nest algebras is an all-derivable
point for the strong operator topology. An and Hou [1] showed that every Jordan derivable mapping ϕ
at I or some idempotents on triangular algebras is a derivation. For other results, see [2–8,10–15,17,18].
It is the aim of this paper to show the following two statements: (1) In the triangular algebra T ,
we obtain that 0, I and
[
I1 X0
0 I2
]
are Jordan all-derivable points in Section 2. (2) Let N be a complete
nest on H with dim(H−)⊥ = 1. We obtain some sufﬁcient conditions that G ∈ alg N is a Jordan all-
derivable point of alg N in Section 3. (3) In Section 4, we prove that every element in T Mn is a Jordan
all-derivable point.
2. Jordan all-derivable points in ring algebras
In this section, we always assume that the two rings A and B are of characteristic not 2 and 3, and
there exists a positive integer n such that nI1 − X and nI2 − Y are invertible if X ∈ A and Y ∈ B.
Theorem 2.1. If ϕ : T → T is a Jordan derivable mapping at 0, then ϕ is a derivation.
Proof. If T =
[
X Y
0 Z
]
∈ T , we write
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
])
=
[
ϕ11(X) + δ11(Y) + τ11(Z) ϕ12(X) + δ12(Y) + τ12(Z)
0 ϕ22(X) + δ22(Y) + τ22(Z)
]
.
For any X ∈ A,W ∈ M, let S =
[
0 W
0 0
]
and T =
[
X 0
0 0
]
. Then ST = 0 and we have[
ϕ11(XW) ϕ12(XW)
0 ϕ22(XW)
]
= ϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S)
=
[
ϕ11(W) ϕ12(W)
0 ϕ22(W)
] [
X 0
0 0
]
+
[
δ11(X) δ12(X)
0 δ22(X)
] [
0 W
0 0
]
+
[
0 W
0 0
] [
δ11(X) δ12(X)
0 δ22(X)
]
+
[
X 0
0 0
] [
ϕ11(W) ϕ12(W)
0 ϕ22(W)
]
.
The above matrix equation implies the following three equations
ϕ11(XW) = ϕ11(W)X + Xϕ11(W), (1)
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ϕ12(XW) = δ11(X)W + Xϕ12(W) + Wδ22(X), (2)
ϕ22(XW) = 0 (3)
for any X ∈ A,W ∈ M. Taking X = I1, we get that ϕ11(W) = 0 and ϕ22(W) = 0 for anyW ∈ M.
For any X ∈ A, W ∈ M and Y ∈ B, if we take S =
[
0 W
0 Y
]
and T =
[
X 0
0 0
]
, then ST = 0. Thus
we have[
0 ϕ12(XW)
0 0
]
= ϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S)
=
[
τ11(Y) ϕ12(W) + τ12(Y)
0 τ22(Y)
] [
X 0
0 0
]
+
[
δ11(X) δ12(X)
0 δ22(X)
] [
0 W
0 Y
]
+
[
0 W
0 Y
] [
δ11(X) δ12(X)
0 δ22(X)
]
+
[
X 0
0 0
] [
τ11(Y) ϕ12(W) + τ12(Y)
0 τ22(Y)
]
.
The above matrix equation implies the following three equations
Xτ11(Y) + τ11(Y)X = 0, (4)
δ22(X)Y + Yδ22(X) = 0, (5)
ϕ12(XW) = δ11(X)W + δ12(X)Y + Wδ22(X) + Xτ12(Y) + Xϕ12(W) (6)
for any X ∈ A,W ∈ M and Y ∈ B.
Taking X = I1 in Eq. (4), we get that τ11(Y) = 0 for any Y ∈ B. Similarly, taking Y = I2 in Eq. (5),
we obtain δ22(X) = 0 for any X ∈ A.
By Eqs. (2) and (6), we get Xτ12(Y) + δ12(X)Y = 0. Thus δ12(X) = −Xτ12(I2) and
τ12(Y) = −δ12(I1)Y .
It follows from δ22(X) = 0 and Eq. (2) that ϕ12(XW) = δ11(X)W + Xϕ12(W) for any X ∈ A and
W ∈ M. By the above equation, we have
δ11(X1X2)W + X1X2ϕ12(W)= ϕ12(X1X2W) = δ11(X1)X2W + X1ϕ12(X2W)
= δ11(X1)X2W + X1δ11(X2)W + X1X2ϕ12(W) (7)
for any X1, X2 ∈ A and W ∈ M. Since M is a faithful (A,B)-bimodule, we see that δ11(X1X2) =
δ11(X1)X2 + X1δ11(X2).
For any Y ∈ B,W ∈ M, and for any invertible X ∈ A, let S =
[
0 −X−1WY
0 Y
]
and T =
[
X W
0 0
]
.
Then ST = 0. So we have[
0 0
0 0
]
= ϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S)
=
[
0 −ϕ12(X−1WY) + τ12(Y)
0 τ22(Y)
] [
X W
0 0
]
+
[
δ11(X) δ12(X) + ϕ12(W)
0 0
] [
0 −X−1WY
0 Y
]
+
[
0 −X−1WY
0 Y
] [
δ11(X) δ12(X) + ϕ12(W)
0 0
]
+
[
X W
0 0
] [
0 −ϕ12(X−1WY) + τ12(Y)
0 τ22(Y)
]
.
From the above matrix equation and Xτ12(Y) + δ12(X)Y = 0, we have the equation
δ11(X)X
−1WY + Xϕ12(X−1WY) = ϕ12(W)Y + Wτ22(Y). (8)
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If we take X = I1 in the above equation, then δ11(I1)WY + ϕ12(WY) = ϕ12(W)Y + Wτ22(Y). Letting
X = I1 in Eq. (2), we have δ11(I1)W = 0 for any W ∈ M. Thus δ11(I1) = 0. So we have ϕ12(WY) =
ϕ12(W)Y + Wτ22(Y). For any Y1, Y2 ∈ B, from the above equation, we have
ϕ12(W)Y1Y2 + Wτ22(Y1Y2) = ϕ12(WY1Y2) = ϕ12(W)Y1Y2 + Wτ22(Y1)Y2 + WY1τ22(Y2). (9)
So τ22(Y1Y2) = τ22(Y1)Y2 + Y1τ22(Y2). Now by the similar computations as that in Section 2 of [1],
one can show that ϕ is a derivation. 
Theorem 2.2. If ϕ : T → T be a Jordan derivable mapping at S =
[
I1 X0
0 I2
]
. Then ϕ is a derivation.
Proof. For any invertible element X ∈ A and Y ∈ B, let S =
[
X 0
0 Y
]
and T =
[
X−1 X−1X0
0 Y−1
]
. Then
ST = G and we have[
2δ11(I1) + 2τ11(I2) + ϕ11(X0 + X−1X0Y) 2δ12(I1) + 2τ12(I2) + ϕ12(X0 + X−1X0Y)
0 2δ22(I1) + ϕ22(X0 + X−1X0Y) + 2τ22(I2)
]
= ϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S)
=
[
δ11(X) + τ11(Y) δ12(X) + τ12(Y)
0 δ22(X) + τ22(Y)
] [
X−1 X−1X0
0 Y−1
]
+
[
δ11(X
−1) + τ11(Y−1) + ϕ11(X−1X0) δ12(X−1) + τ12(Y−1) + ϕ12(X−1X0)
0 δ22(X
−1) + ϕ22(X−1X0) + τ22(Y−1)
]⎡⎢⎢⎣
X 0
0 Y
⎤⎥⎥⎦
+
⎡⎢⎢⎣
X 0
0 Y
⎤⎥⎥⎦
[
δ11(X
−1) + τ11(Y−1) + ϕ11(X−1X0) δ12(X−1) + τ12(Y−1) + ϕ12(X−1X0)
0 δ22(X
−1) + ϕ22(X−1X0) + τ22(Y−1)
]
+
[
X−1 X−1X0
0 Y−1
] [
δ11(X) + τ11(Y) δ12(X) + τ12(Y)
0 δ22(X) + τ22(Y)
]
.
The above matrix equation implies the following three equations
2δ11(I1) + ϕ11(X0 + X−1X0Y) + 2τ11(I2)
= (δ11(X) + τ11(Y))X−1 + (δ11(X−1) + ϕ11(X−1X0) + τ11(Y−1))X
+ X(δ11(X−1) + ϕ11(X−1X0) + τ11(Y−1)) + X−1(δ11(X) + τ11(Y)), (10)
2δ12(I1) + ϕ12(X0 + X−1X0Y) + 2τ12(I2)
= (δ12(X) + τ12(Y))Y−1 + (δ12(X−1) + ϕ12(X−1X0) + τ12(Y−1))Y
+ X(δ12(X−1) + ϕ12(X−1X0) + τ12(Y−1)) + X−1(δ12(X) + τ12(Y))
+ X−1X0(δ22(X) + τ22(Y)) + (δ11(X) + τ11(Y))X−1X0 (11)
and
2δ22(I1) + ϕ22(X0 + X−1X0Y) + 2τ22(I2)
= (δ22(X−1) + ϕ22(X−1X0) + τ22(Y−1))Y + Y(δ22(X−1) + ϕ22(X−1X0)
+ τ22(Y−1)) + Y−1(δ22(X) + τ22(Y)) + (δ22(X) + τ22(Y))Y−1. (12)
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Letting X = I1 and Y = I2 in Eq. (10), we have δ11(I1) + τ11(I2) = 0. Putting X = 12 I1 and Y = I2
in Eq. (10), we get that ϕ11(X0) = τ11(I2). Taking X = I1 and Y = 12 I2 in Eq. (10) and using the above
two results, we obtain ϕ11(X0) = 0. So δ11(I1) = τ11(I2) = ϕ11(X0) = 0. It follows from Eq. (10) that
ϕ11(X
−1X0Y)= (δ11(X) + τ11(Y))X−1 + (δ11(X−1) + ϕ11(X−1X0)
+ τ11(Y−1))X + X(δ11(X−1) + ϕ11(X−1X0)
+ τ11(Y−1)) + X−1(δ11(X) + τ11(Y)). (13)
Letting X = I1 and Y = I2 in Eq. (12), we have δ22(I1) + τ22(I2) = 0. Putting X = I1 and Y = 12 I2
in Eq. (12), we get that ϕ22(X0) = 2δ22(I1). Taking X = 12 I1 and Y = I2 in Eq. (12), we obtain δ22(I1) +
ϕ22(X0) = 0. So we have δ22(I1) = τ22(I2) = ϕ22(X0) = 0. It follows that
ϕ22(X
−1X0Y)= (δ22(X) + τ22(Y))Y−1 + (δ22(X−1) + ϕ22(X−1X0)
+ τ22(Y−1))Y + Y(δ22(X−1) + ϕ22(X−1X0)
+ τ22(Y−1)) + Y−1(δ22(X) + τ22(Y)). (14)
Letting X = I1, Y = I2 in Eq. (11), we have δ12(I1) + τ12(I2) = 0. Putting Y = I2 and Y = 12 I2
respectively in Eq. (11), we get that
ϕ12(X0)= 2δ12(X) + τ12(I2) + X−1δ12(X) + 1
2
δ12(X
−1) + τ12(I2) + Xδ12(X−1)
+ Xϕ12(X−1X0) + 2Xτ12(I2) + 1
2
X−1τ12(I2) + X−1X0δ22(X) + δ11(X)X−1X0
(15)
and
ϕ12(X0)= δ12(X) + τ12(I2) + X−1δ12(X) + δ12(X−1) + τ12(I2) + X−1τ12(I2)
+ Xδ12(X−1) + Xϕ12(X−1X0) + Xτ12(I2) + X−1X0δ22(X) + δ11(X)X−1X0. (16)
Thus δ12(X) − 12X−1τ12(I2) + Xτ12(I2) − 12δ12(X−1) = 0. So
δ12(X) + Xτ12(I2) = 1
2
(X−1τ12(I2) + δ12(X−1))
for any invertible X ∈ A. Replacing X by X−1 in the above equation, we get δ12(X−1) + X−1τ12(I2) =
1
2
(Xτ12(I2) + δ12(X)). Sowe have δ12(X) + Xτ12(I2) = 14 (Xτ12(I2) + δ12(X)), thus δ12(X) + Xτ12(I2)= 0, that is δ12(X) = −Xτ12(I2) for any invertible X ∈ A. For any X ∈ A, there exists a positive integer
n such that nI1 − X is invertible. Thus δ12(nI1 − X) = −(nI1 − X)τ12(I2). Since δ12(I1) + τ12(I2) = 0,
we have δ12(X) = −Xτ12(I2) for any X ∈ A.
Similarly, Letting X = I1 and X = 2I1 respectively in Eq. (11), we get that
ϕ12(X0Y)= δ12(I1)Y + τ12(Y) − 2δ12(I1)Y−1 − 2τ12(Y−1)
+ X0τ22(Y) + ϕ12(X0)Y + τ11(Y)X0. (17)
Letting X = I1 and X = 2I1, respectively, in Eq. (13), we have ϕ11(X0Y) = 2τ11(Y) + 2τ11(Y−1) and
ϕ11(X0Y) = 2τ11(Y) + 8τ11(Y−1). So τ11(Y−1) = 0. For any Y ∈ B, there exists a positive integer
n such that nI2 − Y is invertible. Thus τ11(nI2 − Y) = 0, that is τ11(Y) = 0 for any Y ∈ B. Letting
Y = I2 and Y = 2I2 respectively in Eq. (14), we have 2ϕ22(X−1X0) + 4δ22(X) + 4δ22(X−1) = 0 and
2ϕ22(X
−1X0) + δ22(X) + 4δ22(X−1) = 0. Thus δ22(X) = 0 for any invertible X ∈ A. By imitating the
above proof, we obtain δ22(X) = 0 for any X ∈ A.
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For any Y ∈ B, W ∈ M, and for any invertible X ∈ A, letting S =
[
X XW
0 Y
]
and T =[
X−1 X−1X0 − WY−1
0 Y−1
]
, then ST = G. Thus we have[
ϕ11(X
−1X0Y) ϕ12(X0 + X−1X0Y)
0 ϕ22(X
−1X0Y)
]
= ϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S)
=
[
δ11(X) + ϕ11(XW) δ12(X) + ϕ12(XW) + τ12(Y)
0 ϕ22(XW) + τ22(Y)
] [
X−1 X−1X0 − WY−1
0 Y−1
]
+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
δ11(X
−1) ϕ12(X−1X0 − WY−1)
+ϕ11(X−1X0 − WY−1) + δ12(X−1) + τ12(Y−1)
0 τ22(Y
−1)
+ϕ22(X−1X0 − WY−1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
[
X XW
0 Y
]
+
[
X XW
0 Y
]
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
δ11(X
−1) δ12(X−1) + τ12(Y−1)
+ϕ11(X−1X0 − WY−1) +ϕ12(X−1X0 − WY−1)
0 ϕ22(X
−1X0 − WY−1)
+ τ22(Y−1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
[
X−1 X−1X0 − WY−1
0 Y−1
] [
δ11(X) + ϕ11(XW) δ12(X) + ϕ12(XW) + τ12(Y)
0 ϕ22(XW) + τ22(Y)
]
.
The above matrix equation implies the following three equations
ϕ11(X
−1X0Y)=(δ11(X−1) + ϕ11(X−1X0 − WY−1))X + X(δ11(X−1)
+ϕ11(X−1X0 − WY−1)) + X−1(δ11(X) + ϕ11(XW)) + (δ11(X)
+ϕ11(XW))X−1, (18)
ϕ12(X0 + X−1X0Y)=(δ11(X) + ϕ11(XW))(X−1X0 − WY−1) + (δ12(X) + ϕ12(XW)
+ τ12(Y))Y−1 + (δ11(X−1) + ϕ11(X−1X0 − WY−1))XW + (δ12(X−1)
+ϕ12(X−1X0 − WY−1) + τ12(Y−1))Y + X(δ12(X−1)
+ϕ12(X−1X0 − WY−1) + τ12(Y−1)) + XW(ϕ22(X−1X0 − WY−1)
+ τ22(Y−1)) + X−1(δ12(X) + ϕ12(XW) + τ12(Y))
+ (X−1X0 − WY−1)(ϕ22(XW) + τ22(Y)) (19)
and
ϕ22(X
−1X0Y)=(ϕ22(XW) + τ22(Y))Y−1 + (ϕ22(X−1X0 − WY−1) + τ22(Y−1))Y
+ Y(ϕ22(X−1X0 − WY−1) + τ22(Y−1)) + Y−1(ϕ22(XW) + τ22(Y)). (20)
LettingX = 2I1,Y = I2 in Eqs. (18) and (20),wehaveϕ11(W) = 0 andϕ22(W) = 0 for anyW ∈ M.
Taking Y = 1
2
I2 and Y = I2, respectively, in Eq. (19), we have
ϕ12(X0)=δ11(X)X−1X0 − 2δ11(X)W + 2ϕ12(XW) + X−1ϕ12(XW)
+ Xϕ12(X−1X0) − 2Xϕ12(W) + δ11(X−1)XW (21)
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and
ϕ12(X0) = δ11(X)X−1X0 − δ11(X)W + ϕ12(XW) + X−1ϕ12(XW)
+ Xϕ12(X−1X0) − Xϕ12(W) + δ11(X−1)XW . (22)
Thus ϕ12(XW) = Xϕ12(W) + δ11(X)W . So we have ϕ12(XW) = Xϕ12(W) + δ11(X)W for every
W ∈ M and X ∈ A. Similarly, letting X = I1 and X = 2I1, respectively, in Eq. (19), we have
ϕ12(WY
−1) = ϕ12(W)Y−1 + Wτ22(Y−1). Sowehaveϕ12(WY) = ϕ12(W) + Wτ22(Y) for everyW ∈
M and Y ∈ B. By Eq. (17) and ϕ12(XW) = Xϕ12(W) + δ11(X)W , we have δ12(I1)Y + τ12(Y) =
2(δ12(I1)Y
−1 + τ12(Y−1)). Hence τ12(Y) = −δ12(I1)Y . By ϕ12(XW) = Xϕ12(W) + δ11(X)W and
ϕ12(WY) = ϕ12(W) + Wτ22(Y), we get that δ11 and τ22 are derivations. That shows that ϕ is a
derivation. 
Corollary 2.3. Letϕ : T → T be a Jordan derivablemapping at I =
[
I1 0
0 I2
]
. Assume that the two rings
A and B are of characteristic not 2 and 3, and for every X ∈ A, Y ∈ B, there exists an integer n such that
nI1 − X and nI2 − Y are invertible. Then ϕ is a derivation.
Proof. By imitating the Proof of Theorem 2.2, we can prove that ϕ is a derivation. Hence I is a Jordan
all-derivation point. 
3. Jordan all-derivable points in nest algebras
Theorem 3.1. Let N be a complete nest on H with dim(H−)⊥ = 1, and let P = P(H−), Q = P((H−)⊥),
A = P alg NP. The following statements hold:
(1) If F is a Jordan all-derivable point of A and 0 /= F0 ∈ B((H−)⊥, (H−)⊥), then G =
[
F D
0 F0
]
is a
Jordan all-derivable point of alg N .
(2) If F is a Jordan all-derivable point of A and D ∈ B(H⊥− , H−), then G =
[
F D
0 0
]
is a Jordan all-
derivable point of alg N .
(3) If 0 /= F0 ∈ B((H−)⊥, (H−)⊥), then G =
[
0 0
0 F0
]
is a Jordan all-derivable point of alg N .
(4) If 0 /= D ∈ B(H⊥− , H−), then G =
[
0 D
0 0
]
is a Jordan all-derivable point of alg N .
Proof. We may write H0 = (H−)⊥ = span{g}, where g ∈ (H−)⊥ with ‖g‖ = 1. Obviously, A is a
nest algebra in B(H−). Simultaneously, we may regard A as a subalgebra of alg N . Naturally, for any
S ∈ alg N , then S canbe representedas2 × 2operatormatrix relative to theorthogonal decomposition
H = H− ⊕ H0 as follows
S =
[
X Y
0 Z
]
=
[
X 0
0 0
]
+
[
0 Y
0 0
]
+
[
0 0
0 Z
]
,
where X = PSP, Y = PSQ = y ⊗ g for some y ∈ H−, Z = QSQ = zg ⊗ g for some z ∈ C. Letϕ : alg N→ alg N be a linear mapping. Then there exist A(X) ∈ A, a(X) ∈ H− and α(X) ∈ C such that
ϕ
([
X 0
0 0
])
= Pϕ(PSP)P + Pϕ(PSP)Q + Qϕ(PSP)Q
= A(X) + a(X) ⊗ g + α(X)g ⊗ g
=
[
A(X) a(X) ⊗ g
0 α(X)g ⊗ g
]
;
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and there exist B(y) ∈ A, b(y) ∈ H− and β(y) ∈ C such that
ϕ
([
0 Y
0 0
])
= Pϕ(PSQ)P + Pϕ(PSQ)Q + Qϕ(PSQ)Q
= B(y) + b(y) ⊗ g + β(y)g ⊗ g
=
[
B(y) b(y) ⊗ g
0 β(y)g ⊗ g
]
.
Simultaneously, there exist C0 ∈ A, c0 ∈ H− and γ0 ∈ C such that
ϕ
([
0 0
0 Z
])
= ϕ(z(g ⊗ g))
= z[Pϕ(g ⊗ g)P + Pϕ(g ⊗ g)Q + Qϕ(g ⊗ g)Q ]
= z[C0 + c0 ⊗ g + α0g ⊗ g]
= z
[
C0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
]
.
Sinceϕ is a linearmapping on alg N ,A(·), a(·) andα(·) are linearmappings from B(H−) into B(H−),
H− and C, respectively, and B(·), b(·) and β(·) are linear mappings from H− into B(H−), H− and C,
respectively.
For any S = PSP + PSQ + QSQ =
[
PSP PSQ
0 QSQ
]
∈ alg N and T = PTP + PTQ + QTQ =[
PTP PTQ
0 QTQ
]
∈ alg N , we always write X = PSP, Y = PSQ = y ⊗ g, Z = QSQ = zg ⊗ g, U = PTP,
V = PTQ = v ⊗ g,W = QTQ = wg ⊗ g in the rest of the section.
The proof of the statement (1). Let F be a Jordan all-derivable point of A, and let ϕ be a Jordan
derivable mapping at G =
[
F D
0 g ⊗ g
]
on alg N . It is easy to verify that A(·) is a Jordan derivable
mappingat F(= PGP)onA.Without loss of generality,wemayassume that F0 = g ⊗ g andD = d ⊗ g.
If ST = G =
[
F d ⊗ g
0 g ⊗ g
]
, then we have[
F d ⊗ g
0 g ⊗ g
]
= G = ST
=
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
] [
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
=
[
XU (Xv + wy) ⊗ g
0 zwg ⊗ g
]
,
i.e., XU = F, Xv + wy = d, zw = 1. Especially, if we take S =
[
μ−1X μd ⊗ g
0 μg ⊗ g
]
and T =[
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
]
, then ST = G. Since ϕ is a Jordan derivable mapping at G, we have ϕ(G + TS)
= ϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + Tϕ(S) + ϕ(T)S. So we have[
A(F + UX) + μ2B(Ud) + B(d) + 2C0 ∗
0 ∗
]
=
[
μ−1A(X) + μB(d) + μC0 ∗
0 ∗
] [
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
]
+
[
μA(U) + μ−1C0 ∗
0 ∗
] [
μ−1X μd ⊗ g
0 μg ⊗ g
]
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+
[
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
] [
μ−1A(X) + μB(d) + μC0 ∗
0 ∗
]
+
[
μ−1X μd ⊗ g
0 μg ⊗ g
] [
μA(U) + μ−1C0 ∗
0 ∗
]
.
The matrix equation implies the following equation
A(F + UX) + B(d) + 2C0
= A(X)U + A(U)X + XA(U) + UA(X) + μ2(UB(d) + B(d)U)
− B(Ud) + C0U + UC0) + μ−2(XC0 + C0X).
If we multiply the above equation by μ2 and μ → 0, we get C0X + XC0 = 0. Furthermore, we have
C0 = 0. Hence
A(F + UX) + μ2B(Ud) + B(d) = A(X)U + A(U)X + XA(U) + UA(X) + μ2(UB(d) + B(d)U).
If we divide the above equation byμ2 andμ → ∞, we get thatUB(d) + B(d)U = B(Ud). TakingU = I
and X = F in the equation, we have B(d) = 0. So B(Ud) = 0 for any invertible U. Thus B(y) = 0 for
any y ∈ H−. So we get that A(X)U + A(U)X + XA(U) + UA(X) = A(F + UX). Since F is a Jordan all-
derivable point of A, it follows that A(·) is a Jordan derivation on A. Note that A is a nest algebra. It
follows from the main theorem in [10] that A(·) is an inner derivation. Hence there exists an operator
A ∈ B(H−) such that A(X) = XA − AX, ∀X ∈ A. Furthermore, the following matrix equation holds
ϕ
([
F d ⊗ g
0 g ⊗ g
]
+
[
UX (Uy + zv) ⊗ g
0 g ⊗ g
])
= ϕ(G + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S)
=
([
XA − AX a(X) ⊗ g
0 α(X)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
0 b(y) ⊗ g
0 β(y)g ⊗ g
]
+ z
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
]) [
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
+
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
] ([
UA − AU a(U) ⊗ g
0 α(U)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
0 b(v) ⊗ g
0 β(v)g ⊗ g
]
+ w
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
])
+
([
UA − AU a(U) ⊗ g
0 α(U)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
0 b(v) ⊗ g
0 β(v)g ⊗ g
]
+ w
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
]) [
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
]
+
[
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
] ([
XA − AX a(X) ⊗ g
0 α(X)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
0 b(y) ⊗ g
0 β(y)g ⊗ g
]
+ z
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
])
for any XU = F, Xv + wy = d, zw = 1. The above matrix equation implies that
a(F + UX) + b(d + Uy) + zb(v) = (XA − AX)v + (UA − AU)y
+ w(a(X) + b(y)) + U(a(X) + b(v) + zc0)
+ X(a(U) + b(v) + wc0) + z(a(U) + b(v))
+ (α(U) + β(v) + wγ0)y + wzc0
+ (α(X) + β(y) + zr0)v, (23)
α(F + UX) + β(d + Uy + zv) = 2w(α(X) + β(y)) + 2z(α(U) + β(v)) + 2γ0 (24)
for any X, U ∈ B(H−), v, y ∈ H− and w, z ∈ C with XU = F, Xv + wy = d, zw = 1.
If we take X = ξ I (0 /= ξ ∈ C),U = ξ−1F , v = y + ξ−1d, z = −ξ−1 andw = −ξ in Eq. (24), then
2α(F) + β(d) + ξ−1β(Fy + y) + ξ−2β(d) = −2ξ2α(I) − 2ξβ(y) − 2ξ−2α(F) + 2γ0.
If we multiply the above equation by ξ2 and let ξ → 0, we obtain 2α(F) + β(d) = 0. Thus we have
ξ−1β(Fy + y) + 2ξ2α(I) + 2ξβ(y) = 2γ0.
If we multiply the above equation by ξ and let ξ → 0, we get that β(Fy + y) = 0. Thus we have
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2ξ2α(I) + 2ξβ(y) = 2γ0.
Letting ξ → 0, we have γ0 = 0. Then we have
β(y) = −ξα(I),
i.e., β(y) = 0 and α(I) = 0. Hence the following equation holds by Eq. (24)
α(UX + F) = 2wα(X) + 2zα(U)
for any X, U ∈ B(H−), v, y ∈ H− and w, z ∈ C with XU = F, Xv + wy = d, zw = 1. For any invertible
operator X ∈ A, if we take U = X−1F , y = −ξXv + ξd, z = ξ and w = ξ−1 in the above equation,
then we get that
α(F + X−1FX) = 2ξα(x−1F) + 2ξ−1α(x).
If we multiply the above equation by ξ and let ξ → 0, we get that α(X) = 0. It follows from Lemma
2.1 in [19] that α(X) = 0 for any X ∈ A.
For any invertible operator X ∈ A and complex number 0 /= w ∈ C, if we take U = X−1F , y =
w−1d, v = 0 and z = w−1 in Eq. (23), then
a(F + X−1FX) + w−1b(X−1Fd)=wa(X) + w−1a(X−1F) + wXc0 + w−1(X−1FA − AX−1F)d
+ X−1Fa(X) + w−1X−1Fb(d) + w−1X−1Fc0. (25)
If wemultiply the above equation by 1
w
and letw → ∞, then a(X) = −Xc0 for any invertible operator
X ∈ A. By Lemma 2.1 in [19], a(X) = −Xc0 for any X ∈ A. In particular, a(I) + c0 = 0. For arbitrary
invertible operator X ∈ A, if we take U = X−1F , y = d, v = 0 and z = w = 1 in Eq. (23), then we get
that
b(X−1Fd) = (X−1FA − AX−1F)d + X−1Fb(d).
For any invertible operator X ∈ A and for any v ∈ H−, taking z = w = 1 and Xv + y = d in Eq. (23),
we have
b(Xv) − Xb(v) − (XA − AX)v = b(X−1FXv) − X−1Fb(Xv) − (X−1FA − AX−1F)Xv.
Replacing X by 2X in the above equation, then
2(b(Xv) − Xb(v) − (XA − AX)v) = b(X−1FXv) − X−1Fb(Xv) − (X−1FA − AX−1F)Xv.
Thus b(Xv) = Xb(v) + (XA − AX)v. It follows from Lemma 2.1 in [19] that
b(Xv) = Xb(v) + (XA − AX)v (26)
for any X ∈ A and v ∈ H−.
In other words, we have
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
])
= ϕ
([
X 0
0 0
]
+
[
0 Y
0 0
]
+
[
0 0
0 Z
])
=
[
XA − AX −Xc0 ⊗ g
0 0
]
+
[
0 b(y) ⊗ g
0 0
]
+
[
0 zc0 ⊗ g
0 0
]
=
[
XA − AX (−Xc0 + b(y) + zc0) ⊗ g
0 0
]
, (27)
for any S =
[
X Y
0 Z
]
∈ alg N .
We now claim that ϕ is a Jordan derivable mapping at G˜ =
(
I d ⊗ g
0 g ⊗ g
)
. In fact, for any S =[
X Y
0 Z
]
and T =
[
U V
0 W
]
∈ alg N with ST = G˜, then
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[
I d ⊗ g
0 g ⊗ g
]
= G˜ = ST =
[
X Y
0 Z
] [
U V
0 W
]
=
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
] [
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
=
[
XU (Xv + wy) ⊗ g
0 zwg ⊗ g
]
,
i.e., XU = I, Xv + wy = d, zw = 1. Thus we have
ϕ(G˜ + TS)= ϕ
([
I + UX (d + Uy + zv) ⊗ g
0 2g ⊗ g
])
=
[
UXA − AUX (−UXc0 + b(d + Uy + zv) + c0) ⊗ g
0 0
]
. (28)
Notice that[
X Y
0 Z
] [
UF V
0 W
]
= G
and ϕ is a Jordan derivable mapping at G. Hence we have
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
]) [
UF V
0 W
]
+
[
X Y
0 Z
]
ϕ
([
UF V
0 W
])
+
[
UF V
0 W
]
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
])
+ ϕ
([
UF V
0 W
]) [
X Y
0 Z
]
= ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
] [
UF V
0 W
]
+
[
UF V
0 W
] [
X Y
0 Z
])
= ϕ(G + TS)
=
[
(F + UFX)A − A(F + UFX) (b(UFy + zv) + 2c0 − (F + UFX)c0 + b(d)) ⊗ g
0 0
]
. (29)
Let us calculate
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
]) [
U(I − F) 0
0 0
]
+
[
X Y
0 Z
]
ϕ
([
U(I − F) 0
0 0
])
+
[
U(I − F) 0
0 0
]
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
])
+ ϕ
([
U(I − F) 0
0 0
]) [
X Y
0 Z
]
=
[
A(F + UFX) − (F + UFX)A + UXA − AUX E1 ⊗ g
0 0
]
, (30)
where E1 = −(UX − UFX − F + I)c0 + (U − UF)b(y) + (UA − AU)y − (UFA − AUF)y. We then
have by Eqs. (29) + (30) that
ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S) =
[
UXA − AUX E2 ⊗ g
0 0
]
, (31)
whereE2=−(UX − I)c0 + (U − UF)b(y) + b(d) + (UA − AU)y − (UFA − AUF)y + zb(v) + b(UFy).
By replacing X and v in Eq. (26) by U and y, respectively, we have b(Uy) = Ub(y) + (UA − AU)y. Simi-
larly, we have b(UFy) = UFb(y) + (UFA − AUF)y. Thus E2 = −UXc0 + c0 + b(d) + zb(v)+ b(Uy). So ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S) = ϕ(G˜ + TS). It follows from Theorem 2.2 that ϕ is
a derivation. Hence G is an Jordan all-derivable point of alg N .
The proof of the statement (2). For any S =
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
]
and T =
[
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
with ST = G,
then we have[
F d ⊗ g
0 0
]
= G = ST =
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
] [
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
=
[
XU (Xv + wy) ⊗ g
0 zwg ⊗ g
]
,
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i.e., XU = F, Xv + wy = d and zw = 0. Especially, if we take S =
[
μ−1X μd ⊗ g
0 0
]
and T =[
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
]
with XU = F , then ST = G. Since ϕ is a Jordan derivable mapping at G, we have
ϕ(G + TS) = ϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + Tϕ(S) + ϕ(T)S, i.e.,[
A(F + UX) + μ2B(Ud) + B(d) ∗
0 ∗
]
=
[
μ−1A(X) + μB(d) ∗
0 ∗
] [
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
]
+
[
μA(U) + μ−1C0 ∗
0 ∗
] [
μ−1X μd ⊗ g
0 0
]
+
[
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
] [
μ−1A(X) + μB(d) ∗
0 ∗
]
+
[
μ−1X μd ⊗ g
0 0
] [
μA(U) + μ−1C0 ∗
0 ∗
]
.
So we have A(X)U + A(U)X + XA(U) + UA(X) + μ2(UB(d) + B(d)U − B(Ud)) + μ−2(XC0 + C0X)= A(F + UX) + B(d). It is easy to get that C0X + XC0 = 0 and UB(d) + B(d)U = B(Ud). If we take
X = I, U = F and X = F, U = I in the above equation, respectively, we have C0 = 0 and B(d) = 0.
Furthermore, B(Ud) = 0. Hence B(y) = 0 for any y ∈ H−. It follows that A(X)U + A(U)X + XA(U) +
UA(X) = A(F + UX). Since F is a Jordan all-derivable point ofA, A(·) is a Jordan derivation onA. Note
thatA is a nest algebra. It follows from themain theorem in [10] that A(·) is an inner derivation. Hence
there exists an operator A ∈ B(H−) such that
A(X) = XA − AX, ∀X ∈ A
furthermore the following matrix equation holds
ϕ
([
F d ⊗ g
0 0
]
+
[
UX (Uy + zv) ⊗ g
0 0
])
= ϕ(G + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S)
=
([
XA − AX a(X) ⊗ g
0 α(X)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
0 b(y) ⊗ g
0 β(y)g ⊗ g
]
+ z
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
]) [
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
+
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
] ([
UA − AU a(U) ⊗ g
0 α(U)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
0 b(v) ⊗ g
0 β(v)g ⊗ g
]
+ w
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
])
+
([
UA − AU a(U) ⊗ g
0 α(U)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
0 b(v) ⊗ g
0 β(v)g ⊗ g
]
+ w
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
]) [
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
]
+
[
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
] ([
XA − AX a(X) ⊗ g
0 α(X)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
0 b(y) ⊗ g
0 β(y)g ⊗ g
]
+ z
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
])
for any XU = F, Xv + wy = d and zw = 0. The above matrix equation implies that
a(F + UX) + b(d + Uy + zv)
= (XA − AX)v + (a(X) + b(y) + zc0)w + U(a(X) + b(y) + zc0)
+ (α(X) + β(y) + zγ0)w + (UA − AU)y + (a(U) + b(v) + wc0)z
+ X(a(U) + b(v) + zc0) + (α(U) + β(v) + wγ0)y (32)
and
α(F + UX) + β(d + Uy + zv) = 2w(α(X) + β(y)) + 2z(α(U) + β(v)) (33)
for any X, U ∈ B(H−), v, y ∈ H− and w, z ∈ C with XU = F, Xv + wy = d, zw = 0.
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If we take X = 1
2
I, U = 2F , v = 2d and z = w = 0 in Eq. (33), then 2α(F) + β(d) = 0. For an
arbitrary invertible operator X ∈ A, if we take U = X−1F , y = d, v = 0, z = 0 and w = 1 in Eq.
(33), then we have α(X−1FX) + β(X−1Fd) = 2α(X) + 2β(d). Replacing X−1 by 2X−1 in the above
equation, we have α(X−1FX) + 2β(X−1Fd) = α(X) + 2β(d), so we get β(X−1Fd) = −α(X). Let 2X
be replaced X , we have β(X−1Fd) = −4α(X). So α(X) = 0. It follows from Lemma 2.1 in [19] that
α(X) = 0 for any X ∈ A. For an arbitrary y ∈ H−, taking X = I, U = F , v = d and z = w = 0 in Eq.
(33), we have β(Fy) = 0. For an arbitrary y ∈ H−, taking X = I, U = F , v = d − y, z = 0 and w = 1
in Eq. (33), we have β(Fy) = β(y). So β(y) = 0. Combining with Eq. (32), we see that
a(F + UX) + b(d + Uy + zv)
= (XA − AX)v + (a(X) + b(y) + zc0)w + U(a(X) + b(y) + zc0)
+(UA − AU)y + (a(U) + b(v) + wc0)z + X(a(U) + b(v) + zc0). (34)
If we take X = I, U = F , y = 0, v = d and w = z = 0 in Eq. (34), then a(F) = Fa(I). If we take
X = I, U = F , y = 0, v = d, z = 0 and w = 1 in Eq. (34), then a(I) = −c0. If we take X = F, U = I,
y = d, v = 0 and z = 0, w = 1 in Eq. (34), then γ0 = 0. For an arbitrary invertible operator X ∈ A and
complex number λ ∈ C, we may ﬁnd a vector v ∈ H− such that Xv = d. If we take U = X−1F , y = 0,
z = 0 and w = λ−1 in Eq. (34), let λ → 0, then a(X) = −Xc0 for any invertible operator X ∈ A. It
follows from Lemma 2.1 in [19] that a(X) = −Xc0 for any X ∈ A. For an arbitrary invertible operator
X ∈ A, takingU = X−1F , y = d, v = 0, z = 0 andw = 1 in Eq. (34),we have b(X−1Fd) = X−1Fb(d) +
(X−1FA − AX−1F)d. For an arbitrary invertible operator X ∈ A and vector v ∈ H−, taking U = X−1F ,
Xv + y = d, z = 0 and w = 1 in Eq. (34), we have
b(X−1FXv) − X−1Fb(Xv) − (X−1FA − AX−1F)Xv = b(Xv) − Xb(v) − (XA − AX)v.
Replacing X by 2X in the above equation, we get b(Xv) = Xb(v) + (XA − AX)v. It follows from Lemma
2.1 in [19] that b(Xv) = Xb(v) + (XA − AX)v for any X ∈ A and v ∈ H−. By imitating the proof of the
statement (1), we can prove that ϕ is a derivation. Hence G is a Jordan all-derivable point of alg N .
The proof of the statement (3). Without loss of generality, wemay assume that F0 = g ⊗ g. For any
S =
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
]
and T =
[
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
with ST = G, then we have[
0 0
0 g ⊗ g
]
= G = ST =
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
] [
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
=
[
XU (Xv + wy) ⊗ g
0 zwg ⊗ g
]
,
i.e., XU = 0, Xv + wy = 0, zw = 1. Especially, if we take S =
[
μ−1X 0
0 μg ⊗ g
]
and T =[
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
]
, then ST = G. Since ϕ is a Jordan derivable mapping at G, we have
ϕ(G + TS) = ϕ(ST + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + Tϕ(S) + ϕ(T)S.
So we have[
A(UX) + 2C0 ∗
0 ∗
]
=
[
μ−1A(X) + μC0 ∗
0 ∗
] [
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
]
+
[
μA(U) + μ−1C0 ∗
0 ∗
] [
μ−1X 0
0 μg ⊗ g
]
+
[
μU 0
0 μ−1g ⊗ g
] [
μ−1A(X) + μC0 ∗
0 ∗
]
+
[
μ−1X 0
0 μg ⊗ g
] [
μA(U) + μ−1C0 ∗
0 ∗
]
.
Furthermore, we have A(X)U + A(U)X + XA(U) + UA(X) + μ2(UC0 + C0U) + μ−2(XC0 + C0X) =
A(UX) + 2C0. It is easy to get that C0 = 0. Thus A(X)U + A(U)X + XA(U) + UA(X) = A(UX). Since
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0 is a Jordan all-derivable point of A in Theorem 2.1, it follows that A(·) is a Jordan derivation on A.
Note thatA is a nest algebra. It follows from the theorem in [10] that A(·) is an inner derivation. Hence
there exists an operator A ∈ B(H−) such that
A(X) = XA − AX, ∀X ∈ A.
Furthermore, the following matrix equation holds
ϕ
([
0 0
0 g ⊗ g
]
+
[
UX (Uy + zv) ⊗ g
0 g ⊗ g
])
= ϕ(G + TS) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S)
=
([
XA − AX a(X) ⊗ g
0 α(X)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
B(y) b(y) ⊗ g
0 β(y)g ⊗ g
]
+ z
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
]) [
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
+
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
] ([
UA − AU a(U) ⊗ g
0 α(U)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
B(v) b(v) ⊗ g
0 β(v)g ⊗ g
]
+ w
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
])
+
([
UA − AU a(U) ⊗ g
0 α(U)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
B(v) b(v) ⊗ g
0 β(v)g ⊗ g
]
+ w
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
]) [
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
]
+
[
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
] ([
XA − AX a(X) ⊗ g
0 α(X)g ⊗ g
]
+
[
B(y) b(y) ⊗ g
0 β(y)g ⊗ g
]
+ z
[
0 c0 ⊗ g
0 γ0g ⊗ g
])
for any XU = 0, Xv + wy = 0 and zw = 1. The above matrix equation implies that
B(Uy + zv) = B(y)U + UB(y)), (35)
a(UX) + b(Uy + zv) = (XA − AX)v + (UA − AU)y
+ w(a(X) + b(y)) + wXc0 + U(a(X) + b(y))
+ X(a(U) + b(v)) + zUc0 + z(α(U) + β(v)) (36)
and
α(UX) + β(Uy + zv) = 2w(α(X) + β(y)) + 2z(α(U) + β(v)) + 2γ0 (37)
for any X, U ∈ B(H−), v, y ∈ H− and w, z ∈ C with XU = 0, Xv + wy = 0 and zw = 1.
If we take X = U = 0, y = v = 0 and z = w = 1 in Eq. (35), then C0 = 0. For an arbitrary v ∈ H−,
if we take X = I, U = 0, v = y and z = w = −1 in Eq. (35), then B(v) = 0 for any v ∈ H−.
If we take X = U = 0, y = v = 0 and z = w = 1 in Eq. (37), then γ0 = 0. For an arbitrary X ∈ A, if
we take U = 0, y = v = 0 and z = w = 1 in Eq. (37), then α(X) = 0 for any X ∈ A. For an invertible
v ∈ H−, if we take X = U = 0, y = 0 and z = w = 1, then β(v) = 0 for any v ∈ H−.
For an arbitrary X ∈ A, if we take U = 0, y = v = 0 and z = w = 1 in Eq. (36), then a(X) = −Xc0
for any X ∈ A. In particular, a(I) + c0 = 0. Thus we have b(Uy) = (XA − AX)v + wb(y) + Ub(y) +
Xb(v) + (UA − AU)y. For an arbitrary v ∈ H− and X ∈ A, if we take U = 0, y = −Xv and z = w = 1
in Eq. (37), then b(Xv) = Xb(v) + (XA − AX)v.
In other words, we have
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
])
= ϕ
([
X 0
0 0
]
+
[
0 Y
0 0
]
+
[
0 0
0 Z
])
=
[
XC − CX −Xc0 ⊗ g
0 0
]
+
[
0 b(y) ⊗ g
0 0
]
+
[
0 zc0 ⊗ g
0 0
]
=
[
XC − CX (−Xc0 + b(y) + zc0) ⊗ g,
0 0
]
. (38)
We now claim that ϕ is a Jordan derivation on alg N . We only need to show that ϕ is a Jordan
derivable mapping at IH . In fact, for any S =
[
X Y
0 Z
]
and T =
[
U V
0 W
]
in alg N with ST = IH , we
have
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[
I 0
0 g ⊗ g
]
=
[
XU (Xv + wy) ⊗ g
0 zwg ⊗ g
]
,
i.e., XU = I, Xv + wy = 0 and zw = 1. Since
[
X Y
0 Z
] [
0 V
0 W
]
=
[
0 0
0 g ⊗ g
]
= G and ϕ is a Jordan
derivable mapping at G, thus we have
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
]) [
0 V
0 W
]
+
[
X Y
0 Z
]
ϕ
([
0 V
0 W
])
+
[
0 V
0 W
]
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
])
+ϕ
([
0 V
0 W
]) [
X Y
0 Z
]
= ϕ(G + TS) =
[
0 (2c0 + b(zv)) ⊗ g
0 0
]
.
On the other hand, we calculate
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
]) [
U 0
0 0
]
+
[
X Y
0 Z
]
ϕ
([
U 0
0 0
])
+
[
U 0
0 0
]
ϕ
([
X Y
0 Z
])
+ϕ
([
U 0
0 0
]) [
X Y
0 Z
]
=
[
UXA − AUX (−c0 − UXc0 + Ub(y) + UAy − AUy) ⊗ g
0 0
]
.
By the equation b(Xv) = Xb(v) + (XA − AX)v for any v ∈ H− and X ∈ A, thus b(Uy) = Ub(y) +
(UA − AU)y. On the other hand, we prove that
ϕ(IH + TS)= ϕ
([
I + UX (Uy + zv) ⊗ g
0 2g ⊗ g
])
(39)
=
[
UXA − AUX (−UXc0 + b(Uy + zv) + c0) ⊗ g
0 0
]
. (40)
It follows from the above two equations thatϕ(IH) = ϕ(S)T + Sϕ(T) + ϕ(T)S + Tϕ(S). Soϕ is Jordan
derivable mapping at IH and it follows from Theorem 2.3 that ϕ is a derivation. Hence G is a Jordan
all-derivable point of alg N .
(4) If ϕ is a Jordan derivablemapping at G =
[
0 D
0 0
]
on alg N (D /= 0). It is easy to verify that A(·)
is a Jordan derivable mapping at 0 onA. By Theorem 2.1,A is a Jordan derivation. Then there exists an
operator A ∈ B(H−) such that A(X) = XA − AX for any X ∈ A.
For any S =
[
X y ⊗ g
0 zg ⊗ g
]
and T =
[
U v ⊗ g
0 wg ⊗ g
]
with ST = G, then the following three equations
hold by imitating the proof of the statement (1)
B(d + Uy + zv) = B(y)U + UB(y) + z(C0U + UC0) + XB(v) + B(v)X + w(XC0 + C0X), (41)
b(d + Uy + zv) + a(UX) = (XA − AX)v + zUc0 + (UA − AU)y + wXc0
+ w(a(X) + b(y)) + X(a(U) + b(v)) + U(a(X)
+ b(y)) + z(a(U) + b(v)) + zγ0)v + wγ0y (42)
and
β(d + Uy + zv) + α(UX) = 2w(α(X) + β(y)) + 2z(α(U) + β(v)) (43)
for any X, U ∈ B(H−), v, y ∈ H− and w, z ∈ C with XU = 0, Xv + wy = d, zw = 0.
If we take X = I,U = 0, y = 0, v = d, z = 0 andw = 1 in Eq. (40), then B(d) + 2C0 = 0. If we take
X = I,U = 0, y = 0, v = d, z = 0 andw = −1 in Eq. (40), then B(d) − 2C0 = 0. Thus C0 = B(d) = 0.
For an arbitrary v ∈ H−, if we take X = I, U = 0, y = d − v and z = 0 and w = 1 in Eq. (40), then
B(v) = 0 for any v ∈ H−.
For an arbitrary invertible operator X ∈ A, we may ﬁnd a vector v ∈ H− such that Xv = d. If we
takeU = 0, y = 0, z = 0 andw = 1 in Eq. (42), then 2α(X) = β(d) for any invertible operator X ∈ A.
Hence α(X) = 0. It follows from Lemma 2.1 in [19] that α(X) = 0 for any X ∈ A. For an arbitrary
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y ∈ H−, if we take X = I, U = 0, v = d − y, z = 0 and w = 1 in Eq. (42), then β(y) = 0 for any
y ∈ H−.
For an arbitrary X ∈ A, if we take U = 0, y = d, v = 0, z = 0 and w = 1 in Eq. (41), then we have
a(X) + Xc0 + γ0d = 0
for any X ∈ B(H−). Furthermore, we have
2a(X) + 2Xc0 + γ0d = a(2X) + 2Xc0 + γ0d = 0.
It follows from the above two equations that a(X) = −Xc0 and γ0 = 0. In particular, a(I) + c0 =
0. For an arbitrary invertible operator X ∈ A and for any v ∈ H−, taking U = 0, Xv + y = d, z = 0
and w = 1 in Eq. (41), we have b(Xv) = Xb(v) + (XA − AX)v. It follows from Lemma 2.1 in [19] that
b(Xv) = Xb(v) + (XA − AX)v for any X ∈ A and v ∈ H−. By imitating the proof of the statement (1),
we proof that ϕ is a derivation. Hence G is an Jordan all-derivable point of alg N . 
4. Jordan all-derivable points in the algebra of n× n upper triangular matrices
In this section, we always write T Mn for the algebra of all n × n upper triangular matrices. We use
the symbols H and {ei : i = 1, 2, . . . , n} to denote the Euclidean n-dimensional space and its normal
orthogonalbasis, respectively.Wemayregardann × nmatrixasanoperatoronEuclideann-dimension
space H, naturally. Thus T Mn is a nest algebra associated with N , where N = {Ni : 0 i n} and
Ni = span{ej : 0 j i} (e0 = 0).
Lemma 4.1. Let N be a complete nest on H, and let J be an invertible operator in B(H). Then G ∈ alg N
is a Jordan full-derivable point of alg N if and only if JGJ−1 is a Jordan full-derivable point of the operator
algebra J alg N J−1.
Proof. ⇒ Suppose that G is a Jordan full-derivable point of alg N . Let ϕ be a Jordan derivablemapping
at JGJ−1 on J alg N J−1. Deﬁne a mapping ψ : alg N → alg N as follows ψ(S) = J−1ϕ(JSJ−1)J. For
any S, T ∈ alg N with ST = G, we have ψ(ST + TS) = J−1ϕ(JSTJ−1 + JTSJ−1)J. On the other hand, ϕ
be a Jordan derivable mapping at JSJ−1JTJ−1 = JSTJ−1 = JGJ−1 on J alg N J−1, so we get ϕ(JSTJ−1 +
JTSJ−1) = ϕ(JSJ−1)JTJ−1 + JTJ−1ϕ(JSJ−1) + ϕ(JTJ−1)JSJ−1 + JSJ−1ϕ(JTJ−1), thus J−1ϕ(JSTJ−1
+ JTSJ−1)J = J−1ϕ(JSJ−1)JT + TJ−1ϕ(JSJ−1)J + J−1ϕ(JTJ−1)JS + SJ−1ϕ(JTJ−1)J = ψ(S)T + Sψ(T)
+ Tψ(S) + ψ(T)S. We get ψ(ST + TS) = ψ(S)T + Sψ(T) + Tψ(S) + ψ(T)S. i.e., ψ is a Jordan
derivable mapping at G of alg N . Since G is a Jordan full-derivable point of alg N , ψ is a Jordan
derivation and therefore by themain theorem in [10] an inner derivation. Thus there exists an operator
A ∈ B(H) such thatψ(S) = SA − AS for any S in alg N . It is easy to check that ϕ(JSJ−1) = J−1ψ(S)J =
(J−1SJ)(J−1AJ) − (J−1AJ)(J−1SJ) for any JSJ−1 ∈ J alg N J−1. So ϕ is an inner derivation. Hence JGJ−1
is a Jordan full-derivable point of J alg N J−1.
⇐ If JGJ−1 is a Jordan full-derivable point of JAJ−1, then J−1(JGJ−1)J is a Jordan full-derivable point
of J−1(J alg N J−1)J by the result of the above paragraph, i.e., G is a Jordan full-derivable point of alg N .

Theorem 4.2. G ∈ T Mn is a Jordan full-derivable point in T Mn.
Proof. Let ei (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be a normal orthogonal basis on an n-dimensional Euclidean space H.
We may regard T Mn as a nest algebra associated withN , whereN = {Nk : 0 k n} and Nk = {ei :
0 i k} (e0 = 0). Thus H− = Nn−1. So dim(H−)⊥ = dim(Nn−1)⊥ = 1.
Suppose that 0 /= G ∈ T Mn. Thus we only need to prove that G is a Jordan full-derivable point of
T Mn. If we write
G =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
a11 a12 · · · a1n
0 a22 · · · a2n· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 0 ann
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
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we divide the proof of the statement into the following two cases.
Case 1. Suppose that ann = 0. then G can be represented as a 2 × 2 block matrix relative to the
orthogonal decomposition H = Nn−1 ⊕ span{en} as follows G =
[
F D
0 0
]
. If F /= 0, by hypothesis, F
is a Jordan full-derivable point of P(Nn−1)T MnP(Nn−1) = T Mn−1. It follows from the statement (2)
in Theorem 3.1 that G is a Jordan full-derivable point of T Mn. If F = 0, then D /= 0. It follows from the
statement (4) in Theorem 3.1 that G is a Jordan full-derivable point of T Mn.
Case 2. Suppose that ann /= 0. If F /= 0, by hypothesis, F is a Jordan full-derivable point of T Mn−1.
It follows from the statement (1) in Theorem 3.1 that G is a Jordan full-derivable point of T Mn. If
F = 0, then there exists upper triangular invertible matrix J such that JGJ−1 =
(
0 0
0 ann
)
. It follows
from the statement (3) in Theorem 3.1 that JGJ−1 is a Jordan full-derivable point of T Mn. Notice that
JT MnJ−1 = T Mn. Hence JGJ−1 is a Jordan full-derivable point of JT MnJ−1. It follows from Theorem
3.1 that G is a Jordan full-derivable point of T Mn. Finally, by Theorem 2.1, we can obtain that G is a
Jordan full-derivable point when G = 0. 
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